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Own one of these leather-bound books
for only $4.95 ... the price of a paperback!

THE 100 GREATEST BOOKS EVER WRITTEN
The finest edition you can find of Moby
Dick is the great Easton Press leatherbound edition. Now you can have this
luxurious book (a wonderful value at its
regular price of $39.50) for the price
of a paperback-only
$4.95-with
no
obligation to buy any other book. You
can keep Moby Dick for $4.95 forever!
Why is The Easton Press making this,
dare we say it, whale of a deal? Because we
think you'll be delighted and astonished
when you see the quality of your first Easton Press leather-bound edition. When you
feel the quality of the leather, and hold the
heft of the book. When you look at the
beauty of the binding, and see the gleam of
the 22kt gold inlaid on the spine!
Frankly, we are hoping you will be so
taken with this first volume that you will
want to own additional leather-bound editions from The 100 Greatest Books Ever
Written. But you are under no obligation to
do so.
Replace those paperbacks
and forgotten best sellers
with leather-bound classics!
There's a time in your life when you
will want to replace your paperbacks and forgotten best
sellers with a library of

beautiful and important books. That's what
a great library is all about. .. books so magnificent that they are your pride and joy ...
a statement about you. And a library of
leather-bound books is the best of all.

Each book bound in
genuine leather
with accents of
22kt gold.
ReaIVa]ue!
The books in this collection are a genuine
value, not cheap reprint . Not poor-quality
editions in imitation leather. Easton Press
editions are the real thing. Real leather editions of the finest quality. Heirloom books
elegantly bound and printed on acid-free
paper so that they will last for generations.
Yet the cost is not expensive. For little
more than the price of ordinary-looking
hardcover books you can own these
extraordinary editions - books that are
admired and collected in 131 countries
around the world. Books that you wiII be
proud to display in your home - forever! .
Classics by Bronte. Dickens.
Dostoyevsky. Shakespeare. Twaln.

The

book
o to
eep
or only

4.95.

Who remembers most of yesterday's best
sellers? Youcan be sure the world wiII never
forget the works of Shakespeare. Milton.
Dostoyevsky. Dickens. Tolstoy. Twain. These
are the greatest authors of all time - represented here by their greatest works! (We
include a list of all the titles with your $4.95
book; you then get to choose which books
you want to receive')
Bach volume Is custom-bound

for you.

Youdon't see luxurious leather-bound books
in most homes, which is all the more reason
you'll be proud to see them in yours! or do
you see these Easton Press leather editions
for sale in bookstore . They are made available directly to you - with no bookstore
mark-Up and no distribution excesses. This
is what lets us keep the price low and the
quality high.

Superior craftsmanship and materials go
into each Easton Press edition. Premiumquality leather. ACid-neutral paper. Gilded
page ends. Satin ribbon page markers.
Moire fabric endsheets. Superb illustrations. Hubbed spines accented with precious 22kt gold.
At lust $4.95 you have nothing to lose!
Own MobyDickfor $4.95. For the price ofa
paperback, own this luxurious edition outright. Then, whether you buy anything further is entirely up to you. Obviously, you get
this book for a fraction of what it costs us to
make. We do so in confidence that you will
be truly impressed.
To take us up on this unusual opportunity,
simply can us, toU free, at the number shown,
or mail the reservation application below.

CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-367-4534, Ext. 1-7730
E

@

~~~

r--------------------------·
Reservation

Application

The Easton Pre s
47 Richards Avenue
orwalk, Conn. 06857
Yes... send my leather-bound edition of Moby
Dick for me to keep forever at just $4.95 ... and
reserve my subscription to The 100 Greatest
Books Ever Written. If I like this book. send me
further editions at the rate of one per month at
$39.50* each-with
this price ($39.50) held
firm for the next two full years!
Iunderstand you will send me a list of all the
titles in the collection. I can tell you which, if
any, Ido not want. and Iam free to tell you then
to send me no further books at all if that I my
decision. I may return any book within 30 days
for a refund. and either party may cancel this
subscription agreement at any time.
Here's how I want to pay for my $4.95 Moby
Dick and future volumes (unless I tell you to
cancel):

o

VISA 0 MasterCard 0 American Express 0 Discover

Credit Card No.

Explratlon Date

o I prefer to pay by check. ($4.95 enclosed).
Name

_

Address

_

Clty
State

_
Zlp __

Signature ---:-;;--,-------:7-,-------All orders subject to acceptance.
·Plus 53.75 for shipping and handling and any applicable sales

tal.

1-7730
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COMES TO CYBERSPACE

BY EDWIN DIAMOND AND STEPHEN BATES

The frontier known as the Internet, cherished by its denizens as a haven for diverse
interests and anything-goes tolerance, has been the object of a varietyof legal and
regulatory battles-largely on FirstAmendment issues-led by those who would tame it.

FILTERING THE NET
BY ELLEN SPERTUS

Internet users can take advantage of the electronic medium itself to shield
themselves from obnoxious online speech-without censoring anyone else.
22

34

MAKING BIOMASS ENERGY A CONTENDER
BY GEORGE STERZINGER

The technology for turning trees and other plants into a gas and using it to power a
jet engine shows promise as an economical way to produce electricity. Modest public
and private investment could make this significant but largely untapped energy
source, which produces no net emissions of greenhouse gases, a commercial reality.

42

THE GREENING OF COSTA
BYDAVID
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Costa Rica is determined to make itself the first test case of sustainable development.
Bytaking ambitious steps to preserve its extraordinary biodiversity,the country hopes
to prove that such an effort goes hand in hand with raising its standard of living.

54

CONTROLLING INFECTIOUS DISEASES
BY STEPHEN S. MORSE

the world's population becomes ever more mobile, diseases that erupt in one
location can quickly span countries and even continenfs. Acomprehensive global
system-for early warning, communications, diagnosis, prevention, and controlcould go a long way toward limiting these emerging public-health threats.
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62

A TRIBUTE TO THE WORLD'S WORKERS
BY MILES ORVEU

In an exhibition now touring the globe, renowned photographer Sebastiao Salgado
captures the humanity of laborers-primitive and advanced alike-and
provokes some fundamental questions about the nature of work today.
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WE'RE MAKING YOUR HOME CONSERVE
These days, the last thing anyone wants to do is waste energy. So you'll be pleased to know that
someone you didn't expect is helping to make homes more energy-efficie~t
Almost 60 years ago we invented polyurethanes.

Today, our polyurethane

than ever. Bayer.

insulation materials go

AS MUCH ENERGY AS YOU DO.
into just about every part of your home. Under the siding, in the walls, under your roof and even
in your refrigerator.

Together

our materials

Which means that you can conserve

can increase

thermal

efficiency

by up to 50%.

all the energy you like, without even lifting a finger.

First Line
Love Is Necessary
But Not Sufficient

B

ACKin the 1960s, when I was the
proud owner of a funky little
Volkswagen
"bug"-my
first
new car out of college--one of my
coworkers suggested that I perform my
own maintenance, and he volunteered to
show me how. Such things as oil
changes, tuneups, and valve adjustments
were easy, he argued, on this relatively
simple machine, and I'd save some
money.
At first I resisted. With neither the
experience nor the inclination to get
down there with the hardware, I told
him, "I just don't have the skill." Not to
worry, he answered. You care about that
car much more than a mechanic does.
"What you lack in skill you make up for
in love."
That convinced me, and for several
years I maintained the car myself. I did
it no damage-in
fact, it seemed to run
fine-but I could never avoid high anxiety every time I set out, tools at the ready,
to open the hood. What if I made some
disabling error? Or what if at first the
effort seemed to go well but the car suffered a breakdown on the road? Eventually, I realized that my inability to correct such outcomes was unlikely to
change, and VW mechanics once again
got my business. I provided the love (and
cash); they provided the skill.
All this reminded me of the difference
between nervous dilettantism and confident mastery-eommitment,
backed up
by ample allocations of time and reSources. Admittedly, most people don't
need to become full-fledged mechanics to
perform simple automotive
upkeep
tasks, but as car technology becomes
more complex, the number of "simple"
procedures shrinks and we are obliged to
seek specialists. In a modern technological society, where we must rely on a wide
spectrum of skilled men and women, it is
essential that we invest wisely, and well
in advance, so that they will be there
when we need them.

For an awesome depiction of individual skills and their interdependence--of
investments paying off-eonsider
the
recent movie hit Apollo 13. Its story,
based on an actual 1970 event, shows
three exceedingly competent astronauts,
backed up by a battalion of resourceful
technicians on earth, surviving a nearcatastrophic accident en route to the
moon and improvising a life raft, along
with other on-the-spot innovations that
bring them safely home.

The u.s. can't produce skill,

or attain leadership,
simply by ardent wish.

Or consider a more recent demonstration of know-how: the survival and evacuation this past June of Capt. Scott
O'Grady-shot
down in hostile territory
in Bosnia, eluding capture for six days,
establishing electronic communication
with his colleagues, and then being
plucked, quickly and precisely, from his
ordeal.
Talk about handling a "breakdown
on the road." Talk about true combinations of love and skill. If these individuals
could so calmly address the decidedly
nonroutine in such inhospitable and lifethreatening
environments
far from
home, why couldn't I approach, free of
apocalyptic visions, a well-functioning
little VW engine in the safety of my own
driveway?
Some would assert that ordinary riskaverse mortals should never compare
themselves with astronauts,
military
pilots, and others who are supposedly "a
breed apart" that is outright risk-seeking.
But I'd suggest that their coolness under
fire derives less from superhuman fearlessness than from a profound familiarity
with what they do, the result of years of
training and devotion. Their knowledge
and long experience give them the confidence that if anything goes wrong, they
can fix it. Thus their modesty-Capt.
O'Grady, for instance, insisted that he
was not a hero-is genuine. They don't

see themselves as extraordinary, just as
extremely well-educated people doing
their jobs.
Government has an obvious role in
the cultivation of "the right stuff" among
individuals such as astronauts who are
directly serving their country. But government also plays at least an indirect
role in ensuring that most modern ventures, in space or on the ground, in circumstances unusual or mundane, are
rewarding. For our ultimate technological and economic strength as a nation,
we rely on the wisdom and foresight of
our leaders to ensure that a wide range of
sophisticated skills, both established and
emerging, are being nurtured.
Government has lately seemed to take
that responsibility less seriously. Proposals in Congress and from the White
House, for example, would substantially
trim the nation's civilian R&D budget.
But as MIT President Charles M. Vest
observed in a recent speech at the
National Press Club, such funding is an
investment in our future. Without proper
support of research and education, he
warned, shortsighted officials will compromise the country's next generations
of "human capital."
A New York City bank used to counsel in its ads, "Wishing won't make it so,
saving will." Similarly, having a sincere
wish to do something-the
"love"won't suffice unless one invests the time,
effort, and resources to gain the skill that
turns the wish into reality. I like to think
that my lack of car-maintenance savvy,
for example, reveals not a genetic defect
but the fact that my priorities lie elsewhere, and that if having such skill were
truly important to me, I'd commit myself
over the long term to acquiring it. The
point is just as applicable to nations. If
we really want something-say,
U.S.
technological
and economic leadership-supportive
words, however eloquent, are simply not enough. Another
expression of my urban youth summed
up the real requirement with streerwise
conciseness: "Put ya money where ya
mouth is.".

-STEVE

J. MARcus
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The Sneaky Square &
113 Other Math Activities
by Dr. Richard M. Sharp &
Dr. Seymour Metzner
An ideal way for teachers
and parents to spark the
mathematical curiosity of
students who try to avoid the
"third R. " illustrated games
and puzzles build the capacity for critical thinking, problem solving, and accurate
estimation.

These squishy foam puzzles will test your mettle and creative energy with
dozens of complex shapes to build and rebuild. Six different levels to
master, from easy to brain buster!
Ages 8 and up, Package of 6, $7.95

Ages 8-13, Paperback, 134 pages, $10.95
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My First Science Book

TIle Children's
Step-by-Step Cookbook

by Angela Wilkes

by Angela Wilkes

Kids can learn about the
weather by making a rain
gauge, barometer, and wind
vane, or test acidity and alkalinity with their own litmus
test. Includes instructions
with color photogra phs, and
clear explanations of why
things happen. Over a dozen
experiments.

The first cooking course for I
aspiring young cooks, with
page after page of mouth
watering dishes. More than
50 easy-to-follow recipes
that are fun to make and
delicious to eat! Clear stepby-step photographs show
each stage of the recipe.
Beautiful photographic cooking lessons.

Ages 6-10, Hardcover, 48 pages, $15.00

Ages 4-12, Hardcover, 128 pages, $18.95

Showy Science
Here are more than 175
science demonstrations that
work using nothing more
than ordinary household
objects. No special equipment needed, yet the results
are dramatic and the learning is fun! Children will
explore water, air, animals,
plants, microbes, gravity
and motion, earth, and
light as they "show off"
scientific principles for classmates and friends.
Grades 3 - 6, Paperback, 313 pages, $19.95

x

200 Gooey, Slippery,
Slimy Experiments

Math for Every Kid

by Janice VanCleave

by Janice VanCleave

Zany, wacky, entertaining,
this book engages children's
imaginations while answering their favorite questions
about the environment.
Your kids will have so much
fun conducting these 100%
fool-proof experiments
they'll forger they're learning.

Easy activities that make
learning marh fun! Packed
with illustrations, Math for
Every Kid uses simple problems and activities to teach
kids about measurements,
fractions, graphs, geometry
figures, problem
solving and more!

Jm \imCleal'e's

MATH

for Every Kid
-.~"..,.

.............

Football Math
Learn important math skills
as you follow your favorite
professional, college,or high
school football team! Here
you can tackle math problems
based on football statistics,
stories, historical and real-life
situations. You can figure the
cost of tickets on the 50-year
line, salaries for an average
number of offensiveplays
per game, and much more.

Ages 8-12, Paperback, 113 pages, $12.00
Ages 8-12, Paperback, 215 pages, $10.95

The Complete Handbook
of Science Fair Projects

Bill Nyc The Science
Guy's Big Blast of Science

by Julianne Blair Bochinski

byBillNye

The only book you'l! need
for selecting, preparing, and
presenting award-winning
science fair projects. Written
by a veteran contestant and
judge, this step-by-step guide
describes 50 projects in
detail and suggests 500 other
topics suita ble for
grades 7 and up.

A highly cool handbook for

Ages 12 and up, Paperback, 206 pages, $12.95

the laws of nature from
molecules to the Milky Way.
With science projects and
awesome fun for everyone.
Bill ye the Science Guy
knows how cool science can
be! After all, everything in
the universe involves science.
You already think scientifically every day, even if
you don't know it!
Ages 10 -14, Paperback, 171 pages, $12.95

Grades 4 - 8, Paperback, 117pages, $9.95

~
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The World Record
Paper Airplane Book
Combining the fun of making a piece of paper fly with
the science of aeronautical
engineering, here is an allyou-need book for beginners and experienced flyers
alike. Written with soaring
enthusiasm by the worldrecord holder Ken Blackburn, it includes: 16 different designs, 100 fuU-eolor
ready to fold airplanes, plus a tear-out runway
and custom flight log.
Al/ ages, Paperback, $12.95

Do's and Taboos
Around the World

The Curious Cook
I-IOIl'

Edited by Roger E. Axtell

by Harold McGee

l1usf~tinggWdehe~s
thousands of high-powered
executives and tourists avoid
the missteps and misunderstandings that plague the
world traveler. It includes
facts and tips on protocol,
customs, etiquette, hand gestures, body language, idioms,
and gift-giving.

How can you keep the
green in guacamole and
pesto sauce? What's the
best way to make fruit ices?
Packed with fascinating scientific lore, The Curious
Cook answers these questions and more to help the
home cook make use of scientific discoveries about
food.
Paperback, 339 pages, $13.00

Paperback, 200 pages, $12.95

x
Thc Whole Internet

----

To order by phone call:

(617) 253-8292
Monday-Friday,

ready.

Or send this form with payment to:
Technology Review Books
MIT W-59, Cambridge, MA 02139
»OR£"neIlESUIES('F.
AND I.OU::

by Ed Krol

TRIVIA!

Second edition
"The Internet user's
bible"
A complete
introduction to the
Internet. It covers the
basic utilities that you
use, important servers,
USER'S GUIDE & CATALOG
especially coverage of
the World-Wide Web. If
you use the net for work or pleasure ...you need
this book! Paperback, 544 pages, $24.95

Smart, witty, and always
crysral clear, science
reporter Sharon Bertsch
McGrayne gives you a
great way to fill the gaps in
your knowledge of recent
developments in medicine,
engineering and
technology, earth science,
zoology, chemistry,
computer science, physics and mathematics.
Paperback, 229 pages, $12.95

x

View our WWW on-line catalog at
http://web.mit.edultechreview/www/
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...and 99 other infuriatingly
challenging brainteasers
from the great Russian
tradition of math & science.
Adapted for American
audiences, these problems
range from easy bur tricky
to excruciatingly hard-but
irresistible. A group of MIT
students named themselves
the Five O'Clock Club
because they were still arguing over them at 5 :00 AM!
Paperback, 190 pages, $10.00
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Price,
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Shipping (see chan)
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$3.75
$4.50
$5.50
$6.50

1
2

3-4
A remarkable book that
contains enough
information to help you
win bets the rest of your
life: London's Big Ben is
neither a clock nor a
tower, scores of people
had flown non-stop across
the Atlantic before
Lindbergh, and no
witches were burned
at Salem.
Paperback, 334 pages,
$12.00

p.m. EST.

9 a.m.-5

Please have credit card information

365 Surprising
Scientific Facts,
Breakthroughs & Discoveries

The Dictionary of
Misinformation

to Order

5-6
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$5.00
$7.50
$10.00
$12.50
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$13.00
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The Ultimate Paper Airplane

Make Your Own
\Vorking Paper Clock

City

_

State

Zip

_

Payment
by Richard Kline

by James Smith Rudolph

More than just a toy, the
Kline-Fogleman airfoil
earned its inventors two
patents and was tested by
NASA. Here is the story
of its creation, along with
the secrets behind its
unmatched performance.
Plus, instructions and
patterns for making
seven different models.
Paperback, 126 pages, $9.95

A remarkable

book that
can be rransformed into
a working clock. Cut it
into 160 pieces, add a
few odds and ends and
glue them together.
You'll have a piece that
keeps perfect time. A fun
and challenging project
for you and your friends!
Paperback, $13.00

Prepayment in U.S. funds only is required.
Check or money order is enclosed
for

$ -------

Charge my: 0 Visa 0 MasterCard
Acct. No.:

--------------------------Signature:
--------------
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SNIPPING CLIPPER
Dorothy Denning's
"Resolving
the
Encryption Dilemma: The Case for the
Clipper Chip" (TR July 1995) is an
example of flogging a dead horse. The
author's arguments asserting the government's
benevolence
are entirely
superfluous. And contrary to Denning's
argument that users will not use encryption software available on the Internet,
such software is comparable to-or
better than-most
commercial products. Furthermore, the Internet is not the
sole source of quality encryption software. "A Method for Obtaining Digital Signatures
and Public Key
Cryptosystems"
(Communication
of the Association for Computing Machinery,
February 1978),
one of the earliest descriptions
of the RSA algorithm, would enable even a marginally competent programmer
such as myself to
devise a viable encryption program
within a few months. Clipper would
simply mean that government sleuths
would spend the taxpayers'
dollars
eavesdropping on trivial communications that did not merit encryption in
the first place, and it would also succeed
in destroying whatever remains of the
First Amendment.
BERNARD H. GEYER
Prescott, Ariz.
Despite Dorothy Denning's arguments,
Clipper is dead. It was killed by government hubris and advancing technology.
More than 15 escrowed encryption
schemes already exist; many are less
expensive and less vulnerable to rogue
government than Clipper. More than
1,000 encryption products are available
in 34 countries worldwide. Detailed lists
of these products are available on the
World Wide Web at <http://www.tis.
corn/crypto/crypto-survey.html>
or in

my book, Building in Big Brother (Springer-Verlag, 1995).
Modern cryptographic
theory provides communications
and records
that the government
cannot access,
even when properly authorized. If society decides that users do not always
have a right to private communication,
then an encryption key could be broken up and stored with escrow agents
(possibly government-authorized)
who
are available around the clock and
charge users (instead of the government) a service fee.
LANCE

J. HOFFMAN
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Although Dorothy Denning lists Clipper's numerous protections, she overlooks a fundamental weakness in the
escrowed encryption process: obtaining
a court order to conduct a wiretap is too
easy. None of Clipper's inherent safeguards can prevent unreasonable authorized wiretaps.
Non-escrowed
encryption schemes
are a better choice because only the government's ability to eavesdrop from a
central point would be fatally weakened. If strong suspicion exists, the government can still conduct wiretaps by
physically planting equipment in the suspect's immediate vicinity. With escrow
systems, a court order would allow an
all-too-convenient electronic dragnet to
fish the electronic waters for incriminating conversations.
Denning's final paragraph
argues
that Americans do not have the right
to communications
that the government cannot access. One might ask the
same question about thoughts. Coercive use of sodium pentothal-or
even
torture-might
be useful in the fight
against crime. Thank goodness that
citizens are protected
against such
intrusions.
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